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Abstract  
Algorithm for finding by recursion, the inverse of a lower triangular matrix of order n is developed, using its last row and the 
sub matrix obtained by deleting the last row and last column. In these algorithms the hitherto using double suffix notation for 
the entries of amatrix is replaced by single suffix notation. The necessary results are established. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
     The algebra of lower triangular matrices of order n can be 
identified with the space Rn(n+1)/2. This identification enables one to 
switch over to single suffix notation from the double suffix notation for 
the entries of a matrix. As the underlying sets are bijective vector 
multiplication on Rn(n+1)/2. can be suitably defined using matrix 
multiplication, so that these are isomorphic as algebras. This 
observation leads to simplification of computational procedure for 
inversion. In this paper I discussthese aspects and present algorithm 
for recursive method. 
 
Notation 
 
     For any positive integer n, let Sn=n(n+1)/2. We denote the 
vectors in RSn by (a1,a2,…..an) where ai=(aI+1, aI+2, aI+i ) and i=Si-1. RSn 
is a vector space with component wise addition and scalar 
multiplication. Before defining multiplication between vectors in RSn 
we introduce the following notation. 
 
If 
)a,...,a,(aA n21n =  we write )a,...,a,(aA 1n211n −− =  
)a(a,a
nS
n
= Where )a,...,a,(aa 1nN2N1N −+++= and 1nSN −=  
When n=1, 
1
11 RB,A ∈ . We write )b,(aB,A 1111 = , where 
)(bB ),(aA 1111 == . 
If 
nn Rb ∈
we write  
)b,(b)b,b,...,b,(bb n1nn1n21n −− == . 
If  
( ) n
n
S
S1nn Raa,,AA ∈= − , we define ( )( ) ( )
nn Snn1n
1n
S1nn
1n
n
n aba,bAbaa,,Ab,bAb +==
−
−
−
−
 
 
This gives us the definition of bnAn inductively for all n. 
Let ( )nS1nn aa,,AA −= and ( )nS1nn bb,,BB −= . 
If n=1, ),(bB  ),(aA 1111 == )b(aBA 1111 = . 
If  1n1n B,A −−  are defined, we define ( )
nnn SSS1n1n1nnn bab,aaB,BABA += −−−  
 
Theorem 
 
RSn is an algebra with identity ( ),0,1II 1nn −=  and ( )1I1 =  
Proof when n=1, RSn=R1 and A1=(a1)  
∴
we identify A1 with a1  
 
Vector addition coincides with addition in R , the scalar multiplication 
and vector multiplication coincide with multiplication in R. thus R1 is 
an algebra with identity In-1. 
 ( )
nS1nn aa,,AA −= and ( )nS1nn bb,,BB −= ∈ nSR  ( )
nn SS1n1nnn bab,a,BABA +++=+ −− ,( )
nnn SSS1n1n1nnn bab,aaB,BABA += −−− and( )
nS1nn aa,,AA αααα −=  , Rα∈∀ . 
 
By induction hypothesis RSn-1 is algebra with identity  
( ),0,1II 1nn −=  
 
Theorem   
 
A Є RSn is invertibleiff 
∃ nSRB ∈ such that Ab=In. 
Proof It is enough to show that nn IBAIAB =⇔= . When   n=1, 
Sn=1and in this case the statement is true. 
Assume for n-1. Let ( ) ( ) n
n
n
n
S
S1
S
S1 Rbb,,BB,Raa,,AA ∈=∈=  ( )
nnn SSS111 bab,aaB,BAAB += ,( )
nnn SSS111 aba,bbA,ABBA +=  
Assume that ( ),0,1IIAB 1nn −== . Then 1n11 IBA −= , 
0baaB
nS1 =+ , 1ba nn SS = . 
By induction hypothesis 1n11 IBA −= . Hence it is enough to prove 
that 0abbA nS1 =+ . 
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Since 
0baaB
nS1 =+
1S1n1S11S1 bAaaIbAaAaBbaaB nnn −=⇒−=⇒−= −  
0bAabbAbAabab 1S11SSS nnnn =+⇒−=−= . 
 
Theorem   
 ( )
nS1 aa,,AA =   is invertible iff 0a,...,a,a n21 SSS ≠ . In this case  ( )1S111 nax,,AA −−− = where 111S aAax n −−−= . 
Proof we prove by induction on n. 
If n=1, 1Sn = , RRR
1Sn
==  and in this case the statement is 
clearly true. Assume the validity of the statement for n-1. Let  ( )
nS1 aa,,AA =  be any vector in RSn. 
Clearly 0a,...,a,a n21 SSS ≠ if 0a,...,a,a 1-n21 SSS ≠ nSa≠ . 
By induction hypothesis 
1nS
1 RA −∈ is invertible 
iff 0a,...,a,a 1-n21 SSS ≠ . 
Now we assume that 0a,...,a,a n21 SSS ≠ . ( )
nS1 aa,,A ( )1S11 nax,,A −− =( ) ( ),0,1Iaax,aaA,AA 1n1SSS11111 nnn −−−− =+ = nI . 
Hence A is invertible. 
Conversely assume that A is invertible and let ( )
nS1
1 bb,,BBA ==−  then  ( )( ) ( )
nnnnn SSS111S1S1 bab,aaB,BAbb,,Baa,,AAB +==  
1n11 IBA −=⇒ , 1ba0,baaB nn1 SSS1 ==+ 1A⇒  is 
invertible and 0a nS ≠  
⇒ 0a,...,a,a
1-n21 SSS ≠ nSa≠ .⇒ 0a,...,a,a n21 SSS ≠ . 
( ) nn LAφ = (L for lower triangular) where Ln is the lower triangular 
matrix of order n, with first I entries of the ith row coinciding with the 
corresponding entries of ai. By partitioning Lnthrough bordering at the 
last row and last column and ignoring the zero column in the 
bordered matrix, we can represent ( )nS1nn a,,LL l−= where ( ) nS aa, n =l . This representation enables us to write 
( ) ( )
nS1nnn a,,AφAφL l−== . It is now clear that addition, scalar 
multiplication and vector multiplication in Rn correspond to the 
corresponding operations in the algebra of lower triangular matrices. 
Thus we have the followings  
 
Theorem 
The algebra RSn is isomorphic to Ln, the algebra of lower triangular 
matrices of order n. 
 
Corollary  
 
let ( )nnl,l,LL 1nn −= be a lower triangular matrices of order n where, 
Ln-1 is the lower triangular matrices of order n-1 formed by the first n-
1 rows and columns of Ln and (l,lnn) is the last row of Ln. Ln is 
nonsingular if Ln-1 is nonsingular and lnn ≠0. In this case ( )11 1n1n x,,LL −− −− = nnl  where 1 1n1 Lx − −−−= llnn . 
Proof Follows from theorems (1.5) and (1.6). 
Remark 
 
The above identification of a  lower triangular matrix of order n with 
a vector in RSn enables us to adopt single suffix notation for entries in 
triangular matrix instead of the present double suffix notation. The 
corollary (1.7) yields a recursive method for finding the inverse of a 
nonsingular lower triangular matrix. We present below an algorithm 
for this recursive method. 
 
Algorithm Recursive algorithm for inversion of a lower 
triangular matrix of order n. 
 
Write ni0     1)/2,i(iSi ≤≤+=  
),l,..,l,l(ll
iSiIII
i
121 −+++= , and 1iSI −=  
)x(L),()x(x),()(L 1111111111 ===== −−lll  
Let 
ni2 ≤≤ ∑
−
=
++
−
+ −=
1
1 xx
n
jk
jKkISjI ll i , where 1iSI −= , 
1kSK −=  , 1ij1 −≤≤  
1
SS iix
−
= l , )x,x,..,x,(xx iS1iI2I1Ii −+++=  where 1iSI −=  
 
 
Example Let












=
1200
301
42
1
L4
 
 
Step 1  ( ) (1)L,1L 111 == −  
Step 2  





=
42
1
L2 ,   
)xx(    x,)42(),( 322322 === lll   where  
250x50xx 13
1
312
1
32 2 .ll,     .ll S ===−=−=
−−−
,  






−
==
−
0.250.5
1)x,(LL 2111-2 . 
Step 3 










=
301
42
1
L3  
)401(3 =l , )xxx(x 654
3
=  where 
0.25   x0,  x0.25,x 654 ==−=  










−
−==
−
0.2500.25
0.250.5
1
)xL(L 3121-3 . 
Step 4 












=
1200
301
42
1
L4  
)1200(4 =l , )xxxx(x 109874 =  
where 1x5.0x0x5.0x 10987 =−===  
)x,(LL i1i1i −− =
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











−
−
−
==
−−
10.500.5
0.2500.25
0.250.5
1
)x,(LL 41314 . 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
     The formulae for finding the inverse of the lower triangular 
matrices are obtained in vector form and necessary algorithms are 
developed. This facilitates adoption of a single suffix notation for 
matrix computations, there by save the computer memory and 
computational time.  
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